
Friday 5th February- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them as you see fit.

Success criteria: I can pick a 
book based on my interests. I 
can spell some key 

words correctly. I can form my 
letters correctly.

Literacy: Pick a book of your choice to read for enjoyment from home or 
from Epic. When you get to the end remember to click 'Finish Book'.

Spelling: Ask an adult to read one of the spelling lists/ sentences out loud or 
join in with us by clicking the link.
https://vimeo.com/507439252/a78c14aca3
See if you can spell the words correctly and use your cursive writing.
Tip: We suggest starting with the word lists and only progressing to the 
sentences if your child can write the magic e words independently.

Handwriting – Practise writing these handwriting patterns (io, iq, is and ka) 
by clicking on the link. Once you are finished, draw a star or a tick next to 
the one you think you have written the 
best. https://vimeo.com/508412907/30ff8d3667

Maths: Warm up game – You can play the spot the coins game to help practise your recognition
of all the different coins - https://natwest.mymoneysense.com/students/students-5-8/spot-the-coins/

Activity –You could point to or circle the coins that you would use to pay the exact amount for
the item? You don't need to use all the coins and there may be more than one way of creating the amount
so you will need to add up the coins to double check that you have not spent more than you need to!

Follow up idea – Why not spend some time practising your maths on Sumdog. Your teacher will look at the
Sumdog class scoreboard on Friday evening and as a holiday treat, they can reward you 50 coins if you have
answered 30 questions or more.

Across the curriculum: Desert Animal Habitats –Use the link below to watch the power point being read aloud
We are finding out about more interesting animals that live in the desert including the desert horned lizard! 
Video clip - https://vimeo.com/508426764/9ea8962d52
We have also put a PowerPoint and PDF version into the files folder on teams (Home learning week beginning
01.02.21)where you can read it at your own pace if you would prefer.

Learning intentions:
I am learning to identify coins. I 
am learning to add coins to 
make a given amount.

Success criteria:
*I can identify which coins to 
use to make a given amount. I 
can add coins together to 
double check my answer.

Success criteria:
* I can discuss the different 
animals that live in the 

desert.

Learning intentions: I am
learning about the animals 
that live in the desert.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to pick a book 
based on my interests.

I am learning to spell magic 
e words.
I am learning to use cursive 
handwriting.

Revision Medium Hot/Spicy

so tube

Fay met the 
duke.

Fred rode on 
the mule.

very cube

every pure

two mule

only cure

over June

Watch clip 
from the 
start.

Watch the clip 
from 4.44 mins.

Watch the clip 
from 9.43 
mins.

https://vimeo.com/507439252/a78c14aca3
https://vimeo.com/508412907/30ff8d3667
https://natwest.mymoneysense.com/students/students-5-8/spot-the-coins/
https://vimeo.com/508426764/9ea8962d52


Medium – Point to or circle the coins that you would use to pay the exact amount for the item.

12p

20p

15p

19p



Hot– Point to or circle the coins that you would use to pay the exact amount for the item.

25p

40p

39p

45p



Spicy – Point to or circle the coins that you would use to pay the exact amount for the item.

52p

60p

85p

79p


